Congratulations to Stone Creek for winning the Tammany Award!
Covington, Louisiana is currently experiencing rapid growth along with change in the population and
business mix. Larry Conner explained that The Tammany Business of the Year Award usually goes to a
company that makes the biggest impact from a business perspective. Larry feels that Stone Creek was
nominated because of the impact they have had on the community which is kind of unusual for this award.
Last year, after learning about a teacher who had
purchased a lot of supplies for their students at the
start of the school year (out of their own pocket)
and had the supplies stolen out of their vehicle,
Larry was inspired to start the “School
Initiative”. As Stone Creek’s representative,he
approached the two other major Health Clubs in
the area, Franco’s and PAC,and they collaborated
to donate and raise money for this new initiative.
Their efforts paid off resulting in purchases of $10,000 worth of PE equipment which was donated to 27
elementary schools in their Parish. Every elementary school was able to be included in this effort and the
schools, pupils and parents were very grateful. Larry’s desk was full of Thank You cards from kids,
teachers and the community. This was so successful that they will be doing this every year.Larry believes
that this is what helped them win. The “real deal was what they were able to do for the community”.This
effort is also important to encourage children to engage in and enjoy physical exercise from an early age.

At the end of the conversation Larry stated he continues to get compliments from his swimmers on the
water quality and that it was getting time to upgrade his current system with TMI.

You can read more about the Stone Creek's awardhere.
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TMI Clients can get zLOG® for free!
We offer CPO® Courses.

For more information in TMI Sustainable Aquatics you can contact Timothy at
timothy@tmisaltpure.com.
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